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Introduction. Muons are standard constituents of elementary particle model with the mass

of 207 times electron mass. There exist two species of muon : negatively charged m- and

positively charged m+  (antimuon). They are unstable particles with the lifetime in vacuum

2.2  ms.  Muons  are  available  nowadays  in  cosmic  radiation   or  can  be  produced  by

accelerators  [1].  The  progress  in  laser  technology  -  availability  of  high-intensity  and

highrep systems , inspires the study of their potential production as tertiary particles in

laser-matter  interaction. 

Muons at ELI-BL. There exist several possibilities how to produce muons using high-

intensity lasers :

Electromagnetic 
processes
(Direct  muon 
production)

Electron / photon driven systems High-energy mixed 
particle sources

1.1 Electron-electron 
collisions

1.2 Electron-nucleus 
collisions

Photon-driven systems Pure lepton sources

1.2 Gamma-gamma 
collisions

2.2 Photon-electron 
collisions

Hadron processes 
(Muon production via 
pion decay)

Proton / ion driven systems Medium energy sources

3.1 Flying pion 
decay

3.2 Stopped pion decay 
(surface muons)

The aim of this contribution is: (1) Formulate  strategy for potential creation of applicable

laser-driven muon source. (2) Recommend first-phase proof-of principle experiments in this

area. The forward-looking study of this topic is strongly facilitated by the availability of

extensive materials related to accelerator-driven muon sources. Some relevant simulations

of laser-based systems are also available. Well-thought-out exploitation of this information

allows to achieve the  goal in view without extensive simulations.  The feasibility study

considers parameters of ELI Beamlines systems (HELL, ELIMAIA, P3 )  driven by L3

(1PW) and L4 (10 PW) lasers  [2] .

The most prospective processes for future laser muonics using focused intensities < 1022

W/cm2  are processes 1.2 Electron-nucleus collisions and 3.2 Surface muons. For intensities

> 1022 W/cm2 processes 2 should be bring to trial.

Muon detection. Detection and parameter measurement of muons in laser-driven process

should be the first task. Potential recommended approaches are as follows:
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Electromagnetic processes Peltiere diffusion chamber Nuclear emulsion

Plastic scintillator sheet Muon decay detection

Nuclear processes Muon caused transmutation Muon driven fusion

As the most interesting possibilities for the first experiment phase are considered diffusion

chamber  and  muon  fusion.  Diffusion  chamber :  (1)  Upgraded  classical  visualization

detector with well elaborated evaluation methods. (2) Possibility to use in harsh laboratory

environment.  (3) Gated regime allows minimize  the influence of cosmic radiation.  (4)

Tailored system with distant cameras and magnetic field commercialy available [3].  (5)

Possibility to use in one-day  experiment in the starting phase of ELI activity, parasitic

regime could  be  applied.  Muon-driven  fusion :  (1)  Novel  approach  to  muon  radiation

detection. (2) Selective  detection of slow muons. (3) Multiplicative creation of fusion-

produced particles. (4) Exploitation of the coincidence of fusion products. (5) Applicability

for measurement of very weak sources.   

Electron-nucleus collisions.  The process 1.2 is an analogy to electromagnetic production

of electron-positron pairs. It consists of two steps: 

STEP 1 : BREMSSTRAHLUNG
PROCESS

e- +  N  e-* + N  +  g

STEP 2 : BETHE-HEITLER
PROCESS g + N  N  + m  -+ m+

The first calculation of  the process 1.2 [4] neglecting more probable parallel processes

evidently overestimates the muon yield in a real experiment.  The novel detailed Monte

Carlo simulation [5] indicates that for an applicable muon source the electron energy must

be of several GeV, recommended value is 10 GeV. Detection and parameter measurement

muons in this process should be the first task for  the experiment.  Schematic representation

of its proposal is depicted in the fig. 1.

Fig. 1
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Characterization of the source : Pulsed beamed source of high-energy muons (GeV region),

broad energy spectrum, pulse duration of tens picoseconds. 

Surface muons. The most effective process of muon production could be the mechanism

3.2.About the single pion production threshold of the 280 MeV in the center-of-mass frame

the following two-step process is current (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2

This is the standard method for muon production using large accelerator facilities. We can

benefit from detailed simulations of these processes  [6] [7]. 

Fig. 3 shows potential development steps for an applicable laser-driven muon source based

on the mechanism 3.2. Without question, the key task presents the step 2 – production of

ions with  energy of several hundred MeV. The energy of this order is necessary also for

oncological application , the progress  in this intensively studied area will pave to the route

for  laser  muonics.  Inspirations  for  remaining  steps  (muon  collection,  focusing,

deceleration) can be found in the solutions  for accelerator facilities [7] [8] .

Fig.3

Characterization of the source :  Pulsed isotropic monoenergetic source  (4.12 MeV, 29.8

MeV/c2 ), exponential-shape pulse with the decay constant of  2.6 x 10-8 s.

Muon applications.    There exist extensive area of muon applications [9] [10] [11] . Most

interesting  ones  could  be  specific  applications  possible  only  for  laser  facilities.  Some

examples are listed below.

Muon  diagnostics  of  laser-
produced plasmas

Signature of very energetic electrons in laser plasma
Muon scattering diagnostics of high-parameter plasmas
Muon radiography / tomography of dense plasma systems

Muon  processes  in  laser-driven
systems

Muon acceleration / deceleration in laser-produced plasmas
Muonium production in laser-created plasmas
Muonic atoms in strongly ionized high – Z systems
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Conclusion.   Realistic near-future research of laser-driven muon sources can be started

with electron-photon process 1.2. Potential steps of this programme could be as follows:

(1)  Development  and  testing  of  detection  /  diagnostic  methods  for  muons  in  complex

radiation environment using an accelerator facility.  (2) Development of a laser-    driven

source of fast electrons with energy of several GeV with enhanced high energy component.

(3)  Detailed  simulations  and  proof-of-principle  experiments  demonstrating  fast  muon

creation using laser-driven beam of relativistic electrons.  (4) Measurement of the yield,

energy  and  angular  distribution  of   muons  produced  by  electron  beam  for  varesious

parameters of  the experiment. (5) Production of a separated laser-driven muon beam and

searching of its  use  with regard to its competitivity with cosmic and accelerator sources.  

Potential exploitation of the process 3.2 (hadron driven system) depends on the progress in

the  development  of  proton/ion  beams  with  sufficient  high  energy.  Experiments  with

systems based on processes 2.1 / 2.2 (hard photon excitation) [12] need focused intensities

of the order 1023 W/cm2    and in this respect should be considered as a long-term challenge.
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